We prove a linear version of Dawson-Gärtner theorem: weak large deviation principles and the equality −s = p * between the negentropy and the Fenchel-Legendre transform of the pressure are preserved through linear projective limits. As a result, the equality −s = p * holds in great generality for empirical means of independent and identically distributed random variables (Cramér's theory), e.g. in any measurable normed space, and even in any projective limit of such spaces. Eventually, we give an original example where −s = p * and discuss the dual equality.
Introduction
In 1987, Dawson and Gärtner (see [DG87] ) formalized the fact that large deviation principles with good rate functions well behave with respect to projective limits. Originally designed to establish large deviation principles in weak topologies, especially in Sanov-type theorems, the result allows to extend large deviation principles to rather general contexts (see, e.g., [DS89] , [dA94a] , [dA94b] , [dA97] , [DZ98] ). In the spirit of Sanov's theorem (see [San57] ) and Varadhan's theory of large deviations (see [Var66] ), via Freidlin and Wentzell's theory (see [FW84] ), Dawson-Gärtner theorem relies on a compacity assumption: the goodness of the rate function. In order to handle generalizations of Cramér's theorem (see, e.g., [Cra38] , [BZ79] , [DS89] , [DZ98] , [Cer07] ), we weaken the role of compacity and exploit the role of linearity when dealing with empirical means of random variables. We prove that weak large deviation principles and the equality −s = p * between the negentropy and the Fenchel-Legendre transform of the pressure well behave with respect to linear projective limits (see Theorem 2). We also prove a linear version of the inverse contraction principle (see Theorem 1). In Section 4, we apply the result to Cramér's theory. In Section 4.3, we obtain a general framework in which the entropy s and the pressure p of a sequence of empirical means of independent and identically distributed random variables are well-defined. It can be seen as a constructive general model of Cramér's theory, closely related to the nonconstructive frameworks of [BZ79] and [Cer07] , and generalizing both the setting of separable Banach spaces with their Borel σ-algebra and the setting of weak topologies with cylinder σ-algebra. It appears that Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 imply the equality −s = p * in this general framework (see Theorem 7). In particular, the equality −s = p * is true in any separable (not necessarily complete) normed vector space with its Borel σ-algebra (see Theorem 4), and even in any normed vector space with its Borel σ-algebra as soon as the question makes sense (see Theorem 6). This analysis was motivated by a question of Raphaël Cerf: does there exist a sequence of empirical means of independent and identically distributed random variables for which −s = p * ? We provide such an example, on the borders of Cramér's theory, in Section 5. And we discuss the dual equality p = (−s) * in Section 6.
Setting and main results

Entropy and pressure
As in [LPS95] , we want that the entropy of any sequence of random variables be well-defined. We add an extra hypothesis so that the same holds for the pressure. Let (X , τ ) be a (not necessarily Hausdorff) topological vector space and let F be a (not necessarily Borel) σ-algebra over X such that:
(LM1) every point x in X admits a local basis V x made up of measurable neighborhoods; (LM2) every continuous linear functional over X is a measurable map.
We will say that (X , τ, F) is a locally measurable vector space (l.m.v.s.). Throughout the text, X * denotes the topological dual of X , i.e. the vector space of continuous linear functional over X . Let (Z n ) n 1 be a sequence of (X , F)-valued random variables and (v n ) n 1 a sequence of positive numbers diverging to +∞. Let us define three important functions in the theory of large deviations (further details can be found in [BZ79] , [LPS95] , and [LP95] ). The entropy of the sequence (Z n , v n ) n 1 is the function s :
the entropy superior of the sequence (Z n , v n ) n 1 is the function s :
and the pressure of the sequence (Z n , v n ) n 1 is the function p :
Note that the functions s and s do not depend on the local bases V x chosen in each point x ∈ X (hypothesis (LM1)) and that p is well defined (hypothesis (LM2)). Remember that the FenchelLegendre transform of a function h :
(see [Mor67] for a detailed study of the notion). It is always true that
the second inequality being a consequence of Chebyshev's inequality. It appears that equalities in (1) are of greatest interest in large deviation theory. Indeed, by definition, the entropy s is the greatest function that satisfies the lower bound:
And the entropy superior s satisfies the compact upper bound:
Recall that a set is compact if each of its open covers has a finite subcover (no separation axiom is required). And we say that a subset is relatively compact if its closure is compact. The proof of (UB k ) can be adapted from the one of [LP95, Lemma 2.5] as follows: if sup s(x) ; x ∈ K < M , then, forall x ∈ K, there exists V x ∈ V x such that lim sup v −1 n log P(x ∈ V x ) < M ; extracting a finite subcover of K by the V x and using the principle of the largest term ([LP95, Lemma 2.3]), one gets the bound. Therefore, a natural sufficient condition so that (Z n , v n ) n 1 satisfies a weak large deviation principle (i.e. (LB) + (UB k )) is that s = s. Furthermore, the function p * is often easier to compute than s, which makes relevant the study of the equality s = −p * . The purpose of the text is to show that both l.m.v.s. and equalities in (1) well behave with respect to inverse images and projective limits, in the spirit of Dawson-Gärtner theorem (see, e.g., [DZ98, Theorem 4.6.1]). Then we apply the result to the case of empirical means of independent and identically distributed random variables (Cramér's theory) and obtain a general weak large deviation principle with entropy s = −p * .
Inverse image of a locally measurable topological vector space
Let X be a vector space, let (X 1 , τ 1 , F 1 ) be a l.m.v.s., and let f 1 : X → X 1 be a linear map. Let τ (resp. F) be the initial topology (resp. the initial σ-algebra) on X with repect to the linear map f 1 , also called inverse image topology under f 1 (resp. σ-algebra generated by f 1 ). It appears to be that (X , τ, F) is a l.m.v.s. (see Propositions 1 and 2 below). We will say that (X , τ, F) is the inverse image of the l.m.v.s. (X 1 , τ 1 , F 1 ) under f 1 .
Theorem 1 (Linear inverse contraction principle). Let X be a vector space, let (X 1 , τ 1 , F 1 ) be a l.m.v.s., and let f 1 : X → X 1 be a linear map. Let (X , τ, F) be the inverse image of the l.m.v.s. (X 1 , τ 1 , F 1 ) under f 1 . Let (Z n ) n 1 be a sequence of (X , F)-valued random variables and (v n ) n 1 a sequence of positive numbers diverging to +∞. Define s, s, and p (resp. s 1 , s 1 , and p 1 ) the entropy, the entropy superior, and the pressure of the sequence (Z n , v n ) n 1 (resp. of the sequence (f 1 (Z n ), v n ) n 1 ). Then,
Projective limits of locally measurable topological vector spaces
Let (I, ) be a directed preordered set. For all i ∈ I, let (X i , τ i , F i ) be a l.m.v.s. and, for all (i, j) ∈ I 2 with i j, let f i,j be a map from X j to X i . Suppose that
(PL3) for (i, j) ∈ I 2 with i j, f i,j is a measurable, continuous, and linear map.
In particular, (X i , f i,j ) i j is a projective system of sets (see, e.g., [Bou66, III.52]). Let X be its projective limit and, for all i ∈ I, let f i be the canonical projection from X to X i . Let τ (resp. F) be the initial topology (resp. the initial σ-algebra) on X with respect to the family of maps (f i ) i∈I . It appears to be that (X , τ, F) is also a l.m.v.s. (see Propositions 1 and 2 below). We will say that (X , τ, F) is the projective limit of the projective system of l.m.v.s.
Theorem 2 (Linear Dawson-Gärtner). Let (X i , τ i , F i , f i,j ) i j be a projective system of l.m.v.s. and (X , τ, F) its projective limit. For all i ∈ I, let f i be the canonical projection from X to X i . Let (Z n ) n 1 be a sequence of (X , F)-valued random variables and (v n ) n 1 a sequence of positive numbers diverging to +∞. Define s, s, and p (resp. s i , s i , and p i ) the entropy, the entropy superior, and the pressure of the sequence (Z n , v n ) n 1 (resp. of the sequence
1. If, for all i ∈ I, s i = s i , then s = s; in particular, (Z n , v n ) n 1 satisfies a weak large deviation principle.
If, for all
3. If, for all i ∈ I, (f i (Z n ), v n ) n 1 satisfies a weak large deviation principle and each compact subset of X i is measurable, then (Z n , v n ) n 1 satisfies a weak large deviation principle.
Proofs of Theorems 1 and 2
Let us kill two birds with one stone. Let (X , τ, F) be either an inverse image structure or a projective limit structure. The structure (X , τ, F) is defined as an initial structure with respect to a family of linear maps f i : X → X i (i ∈ I) such that (I, ) is a directed preordered set (I = {1} in the case of the inverse image). Moreover, we have the following key result, where, for all i ∈ I and all point x i ∈ X i , V i,x i denotes a local basis of x i made up of measurable neighborhoods.
Proposition 1. For all x ∈ X , the set
is a local basis of neighborhoods of x. In particular, (X , τ, F) satisfies (LM1).
Proof. In the case of an inverse image structure, it stems from the definition of the inverse image topology. And, as for a projective limit structure, it is proved in [Bou71, I.29].
Proposition 2. The topological dual of X is
In particular, (X , τ, F) satisfies (LM2).
Proof. Let λ ∈ X * . Since λ is continuous, there is a set V ∈ V 0 such that V ⊂ {λ < 1}. According to Proposition 1, there exists i ∈ I and V i ∈ V i,0 such that
is commutative, where q is the quotient map andf i the isomorphism induced by f i . The map
Soλ i is a continuous linear functional on f i (X ). According to the Hahn-Banach theorem, there exists a linear extension λ i ∈ X * i ofλ i and it satisfies λ = λ i • f i .
Proof of Theorems 1 and 2. Let us begin with the proof of
Using Proposition 1, for all x ∈ X ,
The proof for s is similar. Finally, using Proposition 2,
Assertions 1 and 2 follow immediately. Let us prove assertion 3. Let K ∈ F be a relatively compact subset of X and i ∈ I. Then, using the fact that f i (K) is compact, thus measurable,
and it remains to prove the min-max inequality
Let α > 0. Using (4), for all x ∈ K, there exists i(x) ∈ I such that
Hence sup
The cover V (x) ; x ∈ K of K admits a finite subcover {V (x k ) ; k ∈ {1, . . . , r}}. Since I is a directed set, there exists an upper bound j ∈ I of {i(x 1 ), . . . , i(x r )}. Let us check that ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , r}
For i j,
and equation (6) is proved. Hence
Conclude to (5) by letting α → 0.
Application to Cramér's theory
Let (X , τ, F) be a l.m.v.s. Let (X n ) n 1 be a sequence of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables over (X , F). In this section, we consider the case when Z n is the empirical mean X n = (X 1 + X 2 + · · · + X n )/n. In order that Z n be well defined, we introduce extra assumptions:
(LM4) the σ-algebra F is dilatation-invariant.
As before, we define the entropy s, the entropy superior s, and the pressure p associated to the sequence (X n , n) n 1 , or shortly to the distribution µ of X 1 . In this context, the pressure simplifies like this:
Remark. All the spaces we will consider will be locally convex spaces in which each point admits a local basis made up of open convex measurable neighborhoods (see [Cer07,  Chapter 4] who introduces this natural assumption). In this context, we also have s = s: the proof of [Pet18, Proposition 2] adapts without change.
It can be found in standard texts that any separable Banach space (B, τ · , σ(τ · )) endowed with its Borel σ-algebra satisfies (LM1), (LM2), (LM3), and (LM4). Moreover, in this setting:
Theorem 3. Let (X n ) n 1 be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables on a separable Banach space (B, τ · , σ(τ · )). The sequence (X n , n) n 1 satisfies a weak large deviation principle with entropy s = −p * where p(λ) = log E e λ(X 1 ) .
Proof. In this section we provide general explicit locally convex spaces which satisfy (LM1), (LM2), (LM3), and (LM4), in which the equality s = −p * is always true. In Section 5, we provide an example where the space satisfy (LM1), (LM2), (LM3), and (LM4), but in which s = s = −p * .
Cramér's theorem in separable normed vector spaces
Here, we relax the hypothesis of completeness in Theorem 3. Let (N , τ · , σ(τ · )) be a separable normed vector space (not necessarily complete) endowed with its Borel σ-algebra. Obviously, (N , τ · , σ(τ · )) satisfies (LM1), (LM2) and (LM4). And, since N is second countable, (LM3) is satisfied.
Theorem 4. Let (X n ) n 1 be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables on a separable normed vector space (N , τ · , σ(τ · )). The sequence (X n , n) n 1 satisfies a weak large deviation principle with entropy s = −p * where p(λ) = log E e λ(X 1 ) .
Proof. Just consider the completion (N ,τ ) of (N , τ · ), which is a separable Banach space. Let i : N ֒→N be the canonical inclusion. By construction, τ · is the inverse image topology ofτ with respect to i. And the Borel σ-algebra satisfies
is the inverse image of the l.m.v.s. (N ,τ , σ(τ )) with respect to i. According to Theorem 3, (i(X n ), n) n 1 satisfies a weak large deviation principle with entropyŝ = −p * wherep(λ) = log E(e λ(i(X 1 )) ). Eventually apply Theorem 1 to conclude with s =ŝ| N and p * =p * | N .
Cramér's theorem in locally convex separable spaces
The following simple construction makes explicit the settings developped in [BZ79] , [DZ98] , and [Cer07] , and generalizes both Cramér's theorem in separable Banach spaces and Sanov's theorem. It will be generalized even more in the next section, at the expense of technical notions of set theory. Let X be a vector space and consider a family C of subsets of X satisfying (LCS) every C ∈ C is a symmetric algebraically open convex set containing 0 such that the locally convex topology generated by C is separable (or equivalently second-countable).
For all x ∈ X , define
Then, C 0 is a local basis of 0 for a locally convex topology τ (C) on X (see, e.g., [Bou81, II.25]). As for the σ-algebra, let
Let us make several points on the setting. First, if C is an algebraically open convex subset containing 0, then C ∩(−C) is a symmetric algebraically open convex subset containing 0, so the symmetry can be assumed without any restriction, but it is handy when introducing seminorms. Secondly, F(C) is not necessarily the Borel σ-algebra σ(τ (C)): it is the case when τ (C) is secondcountable. Thirdly, each C ∈ C 0 is symmetric, and the locally convex topology generated by C is separable: indeed, the upper bound of finitely many second-countable topologies is still second-countable. However, τ (C) is not necessarily separable (a fortiori not second-countable).
For instance, take X = R R endowed with the product topology τ and the cylinder σ-algebra F. The topology τ is not separable and the space (X , τ, F) is obtained by the previous construction with C being the set of all open half-spaces C = {f ∈ X | f (x) < 1} (x ∈ R). In the following, we will denote by M C the Minkowski functional of any convex subset C of X containing 0 (see, e.g., [Zăl02] ). In particular, if C ∈ C, M C is a seminorm.
Proposition 3. (X , τ (C), F(C)) satisfies (LM1), (LM2), (LM3), and (LM4).
As a result, we will say that (X , τ (C), F(C)) is a locally convex separable space (l.c.s.s.).
Proof. By construction, (LM1) and (LM4) are satistified. To prove (LM2), let λ ∈ X * and let H be the open half-space {x ∈ X | λ(x) < 1}. We only need to prove that H is measurable. Since H is a neighbourhood of 0, there exists C ∈ C 0 such that C ⊂ H. Let us show that H is a countable union of homothetic transforms of C, so that H is measurable. Let Q be a countable subset of X which is dense with respect to the locally convex topology τ C generated by C. We have
and we want to show the converse inclusion. Let x ∈ H. Since H is open, M H (x) < 1 and there exists r ∈ Q + such that 0 < r < 1 − M H (x); so x + rC ⊂ H. The set x + rC/2 is open with respect to τ C , so contains a point u of Q. Then, x ∈ u + rC/2 ⊂ x + rC ⊂ H and the converse inclusion of (7) is proved. Now we prove (LM3), i.e. the addition (x, y) ∈ (X 2 , F(C) ⊗2 ) → x+y ∈ (X , F(C)) is measurable. Let C ∈ C 0 . We only need to prove that (x, y) ∈ X 2 x + y ∈ C ∈ F(C) ⊗2 . Remember that the locally convex topology τ C generated by C is separable. Let Q be a countable subset of X which is dense with respect to τ C . Let us show that
To show ⊂, let (x, y) ∈ X 2 such that x + y ∈ C. Let a := M C (x + y) < 1. Let r ∈ Q ∩ (0, (1 − a)/2). The nonempty open subset x + rC contains a point u of Q. Then M C (x − u) < r (since C is symmetric) and
To show ⊃, just notice that, for each (x, y, u) ∈ X 3 ,
Theorem 5. Let (X n ) n 1 be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables on a l.c.s.s. (X , τ (C), F(C)).
The sequence (X n , n) n 1 satisfies a weak large deviation principle with entropy s = −p * where p(λ) = log E e λ(X 1 ) .
Proof. It appears to be that the previous construction of (X , τ (C), F(C)) is equivalent to the following one. For each C ∈ C 0 , let τ C (resp. F C ) be the locally convex topology generated by C (resp. the σ-algebra generated by all homothetic transforms of C). Then, (X , τ (C), F(C)) is the projective limit of the projective system of l.m.v.s. (X , τ C , F C , id X ) C⊇B . Now, for C ∈ C 0 , consider the Hausdorff space (N C ,τ C ) canonically associated to (X , τ C ) and f C : X → N C the canonical projection. Then, since τ C is separable, N C is a separable normed vector space, and (X , τ C , F C ) is the inverse image of the l.m.v.s. (N C ,τ C , σ(τ C )) under f C (notice that, since (N C ,τ C ) is a separable normed space, the σ-algebra generated by the open balls is equal to the Borel σ-algebra σ(τ C )). By Theorem 4, the conclusion holds in (N C ,τ C , σ(τ C )). And the conclusion holds in (X , τ (C), F(C)) through theorems 1 and 2.
The model of Theorem 5 is closely related to the models of [BZ79] and [Cer07] . In [BZ79] , they consider a Hausdorff locally convex topological vector space (X , τ ) endowed with the Borel σ-algebra σ(τ ) and assume conditions of measurability so that X n be measurable. Remark that p is automatically defined when the σ-algebra is the Borel σ-algebra. Here, we do not suppose the σ-algebra to be the Borel σ-algebra. In [Cer07] , the σ-algebra is not supposed to be the Borel σ-algebra either, but it is assumed that the vector space operations are measurable, that each point of X admits a local basis of open convex measurable subsets of X , and that the continuous linear functionals are measurable. Here, we do not require the scalar multiplication to be measurable. More importantly, Theorem 5 provides a simple constructive model for Cramér's theory: separability appears to be the crux of the matter of measurability (even in the generalization exposed in section 4.3). And the model embraces standard applications (see, e.g., [Cer07, chap. 16]). Indeed, we obtain the weak large deviation principle and the equality s = −p * when:
• X is a separable normed vector space endowed with the Borel σ-algebra (C = {B(0, 1)}), in particular when X is a separable Banach space (standard Cramér's theorem);
• X is a vector space in duality with another one Y, and X is endowed with the weaktopology and the cylinder σ-algebra (C is the collection of cylinders {| ·, y | < 1} for y ∈ Y.), which allows to recover Sanov's theorem in the τ -topology.
Cramér's theorem in locally convex measurable spaces
In the previous section, we have obtained Cramér's theorem in any projective limit of separable normed spaces. Here, we relax the hypothesis of separability. Let (N , τ · ) be a normed space. We say that (N , τ · , σ(τ · )) is a measurable normed space if the addition (x, y) → x + y is measurable with respect to the σ-algebras σ(τ · ) ⊗ σ(τ · ) and σ(τ · ). In particular, (N , τ · , σ(τ · )) satisfies (LM1), (LM2), (LM3), and (LM4).
Theorem 6. Let (X n ) n 1 be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables on a measurable normed space (N , τ · , σ(τ · )). The sequence (X n , n) n 1 satisfies a weak large deviation principle with entropy s = −p * where p(λ) = log E e λ(X 1 ) .
Remark. At this point, we can say that the equality s = −p * for empirical means of i.i.d. random variables is always true in the context of normed spaces with their Borel σ-algebra, as soon as the question makes sense. That is the reason why the example given in Section 5 requires a little more effort.
As in the construction in Section 4.2, let us call locally convex measurable space (l.c.m.s.) any (X , τ (C), F(C)), C being any family of subsets of X satisfying (LCM) every C ∈ C is a symmetric algebraically open convex set containing 0 such that (N C ,τ C ) is a measurable normed space, where we recall that (N C ,τ C ) is the Hausdorff space canonically associated to (X , τ C ), τ C being the locally convex topology generated by C. Following the proof of Theorem 5, we see that a l.c.m.s. is a projective limit of inverse images of measurable normed spaces and we deduce the following result.
The proof of Theorem 6 requires some technical notions of set theory. Essentially, we show that any probability measure over a measurable normed space is supported by a separable subspace and apply Theorem 4. Let κ be the density of N , i.e. the smallest cardinal λ such that there exists a dense subset D of X of cardinality λ. We denote by P(E) the power set of the set E.
Proof. The result is proved in [Tal79] .
Lemma 2. There is no probability measure over (κ, P(κ)) such that every singleton has measure zero.
Proof. Lemma 1 implies (see [Kun68, Lemma 12 .2]) that κ 2 ℵ 0 and, for all λ κ, P(λ × λ) = P(λ) ⊗ P(λ). Then, applying [Kun68, Theorem 12.9], we get that, for all λ κ, λ is not real-valued measurable (see [Kun68, Definition 11 .1]. And the conclusion stems from [Dra74, Theorem 1.4]. Now, let µ be a probability measure over (N , τ · , σ(τ · )).
Lemma 3. There exists a closed separable subspaceÑ of N such that µ(Ñ ) = 1.
Proof. Since there is no diffuse probability measure over (κ, P(κ)) (see Lemma 2), we can apply [MS48, Theorem III] and deduce that N = S ∪ Z where S is a separable subset of N , and µ(Z) = 0 (Z is the reunion of the negligeable open subsets of N and S = N \ Z). Then, defineÑ = Vect(S) the closed linear span of S.Ñ is indeed separable since, if D is a countable dense subset of S, then Vect Q (D) is a countable dense subset ofÑ .
Proof of Theorem 6. Let µ be the distribution of X 1 . LetÑ be a closed separable subspace of N such that µ(Ñ ) = 1 (see Lemma 3). Lets (resp.p) be the entropy (resp. the pressure) associated toμ := µ|Ñ . Theorem 4 implies thats =p. Now,
Moreover, if x ∈Ñ , since µ(N \Ñ ) = 0 and since the restrictionλ of any λ ∈ N * toÑ is iñ N * ,
And, if x ∈ N \Ñ , the Hahn-Banach theorem provides a λ ∈ N * such that λ(x) = 1 and λ is zero onÑ ; therefore, since µ(N \Ñ ) = 0,
The conclusion follows from eqs. (8) to (10).
5 A counterexample to s = −p *
In this section, we define a sequence (X n , n) n 1 for which s = s = −p * . The requirements on the space are quite precise: the topology must be rich enough so that their is no (hidden) convex-tension; the σ-algebra must be rich enough, so that the space be a l.m.v.s., but not to big, so that the addition be measurable. We will work in the space ℓ ∞ of bounded real sequences, equipped with the topology τ · of the norm. The open ball of radius r and centered in x will be denoted by B(x, r). We denote by C(ℓ ∞ , (ℓ ∞ ) * ) the cylinder σ-algebra, i.e. the σ-algebra over ℓ ∞ generated by all the continuous linear functionals on ℓ ∞ (see [VTC87] ).
, and (LM4).
Proof. By construction, (LM2) and (LM4) are satistified. To prove (LM1), it suffices to see that the open balls of ℓ ∞ are in C(ℓ ∞ , (ℓ ∞ ) * ): indeed, for all x ∈ ℓ ∞ and r > 0,
where (e * i ) i 1 is the family of coordinate linear functionals. Finally, (LM3) holds since we have C(ℓ ∞ , (ℓ ∞ ) * ) = F(C), C being the set of cynlinders {|λ(·)| < 1} for λ ∈ (ℓ ∞ ) * , and repeating the same proof as that of Proposition 3 (see also [VTC87, Proposition 2.3]). Now, we consider the Cantor space C = {0, 1} N ⊂ ℓ ∞ , equipped with the product σ-algebra P({0, 1}) ⊗N , and the measure µ = B(1/2) ⊗N . The measure µ is the pushforward measure of the Lebesgue measure λ over the Borel σ-algebra B( Suppose that there exists a real-valued measurable cardinal not greater than 2 ℵ 0 . Letλ be an extension of λ to P([0, 1]). We can suppose thatλ is symmetric, i.e. σ : x → 1− x isλ-invariant: take an extensionλ of λ over P([0, 1/2]) and defineλ over P((1/2, 1]) byλ(A) =λ(σ(A)). Now, the pushforward measureμ =λ • ϕ −1 is an extension of µ to P(C). Obviously,μ extends to a measure over P(ℓ ∞ ), and we consider the restriction of the latter to C(ℓ ∞ , (ℓ ∞ ) * ), which will still be denoted byμ. By construction,μ is symmetric, i.e. if X is a random variable with distributionμ, then the distribution of 1 − X is alsoμ (here 1 denotes the constant sequence (1) n 1 ). In particular, for all f ∈ (ℓ ∞ ) * , f (X) has the same distribution as
Now, let (X n ) n 1 be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables on ℓ ∞ with distributionμ. Let (X n ) n 1 be the associate sequence of empirical means. Let p be the pressure of (X n , n) n 1 . We have
Now, let us evaluate the entropy superior s of (X n , n) n 1 . For any x ∈ ℓ ∞ , we have
since log P |X 1,i + · · · + X n,i − nx i | < nε is negative and independent of i. In particular, we have proved that s = s = −∞ = −p * . Remark. We cannot simply consider the probability space (ℓ ∞ , P(ℓ ∞ ),μ): indeed, as we have supposed that there exists a real-valued measurable cardinal not greater than 2 ℵ 0 , we can show that the addition on (ℓ ∞ , P(ℓ ∞ )) is not measurable (see [Tal79] and [Kun68, Lemma 12.2 and Theorem 12.9]).
Question. The existence of a real-valued measurable cardinal not greater than 2 ℵ 0 is incompatible with the Continuum Hypothesis. Is there nevertheless a counterexample compatible with the Continuum Hypothesis?
6 About the equality p = (−s) * Throughout this section, (X n ) n 1 is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables on a l.c.m.s. (X , τ (C), F(C)), and s (resp. p) denotes the entropy (resp. pressure) of the sequence (X n , n) n 1 . Notice that our proof of s = −p * (see That being said, the equality p = (−s) * is generally stronger than the dual equality.
admitting for local basis of 0 the sets {λ ∈ X * | ∀x ∈K |λ(x)| < 1} whereK ranges over the absolutely convex σ(X , X * )-compact subsets ofX . Let λ ∈ X * and α > 0. Since the distribution of X 1 is convex-tight, let K be a measurable relatively τ (C)-compact convex subset of X such that log E e λ(X 1 ) 1 K (X 1 ) min(p(λ), 1/α) − α.
The absolutely convex hull K 1 of K is τ (C)-compact since it is the image of the compact set [0, 1] × K × (−K) by the continuous map (t, x, y) → (1 − t)x + ty. Finally,K = π(K 1 ) is an absolutely convexτ -compact (a fortiori σ(X , X * )-compact) subset ofX . Considering V := ρ ∈ X * ∀x ∈K |ρ(x) − λ(x)| < α , one has, for any ρ ∈ V and x ∈ K, |ρ(x) − λ(x)| < α (because π(K) ⊂K), hence p(ρ) log E e ρ(X 1 ) 1 K (X 1 ) min(p(λ), 1/α) − 2α, which yiels the τ (X * ,X )-lower semi-continuity of p.
However, the convex-tightness of the distribution of X 1 is not a necessary condition for the equality s = −p * as shown in the following example.
Example 2. Let X be the l.c.s.s. R R endowed with the product topology τ and the cylinder σ-algebra F. There is no convex-tight probability measure on X . Indeed, every compact subset of X is weakly bounded, whereas no nonempty measurable subset is weakly bounded (any measurable subset being in the σ-algebra generated by countably many cylinder sets based on finitely many points): so, the only measurable relatively compact subset is the empty set. But, on X , any Dirac mass and even any Gaussian measure has a continuous pressure, of the form L(λ) + Q(λ) where L is a linear functional on X * = R (R) (automatically σ(X * , X )-continuous) and Q is a (σ(X * , X )-continuous) nonnegative symmetric bilinear form on X * (see, e.g., [Bog98, Proposition 2.3.9]).
